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There is a Creator
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Shalom Readers,
Carol and I are praying that this little ole catalog will
provide enough information to guide you on where to
start and what to do next. WildBranch is continually
striving to produce teaching material that introduces you, our customer, to our Hebrew roots and digs
deep enough into the ancient Hebrew language and culture to create a continual hunger for more of His awesome word.
Every product in this catalog is designed to reveal the end out of the
beginning, no matter what the subject. If you are blessed, then we are
blessed. From our hearts we thank you for your contribution in this work.
Waiting for the merger with His kingdom, we are continuing to occupy.
Shalom Aleichem,

Brad Scott

Three easy ways to shop!
1 Click

Visit wildbranch.org

2 Call

1-435-789-3713

3 Mail

Send us your order,
with our without an
order form.*

*Don’t forget to include your payment method (check, money order, credit card, or cash). No foreign
checks or currencies accepted. Send orders to: The WildBranch Ministry, P.O. Box 97, Vernal, UT 84078.
Catalog design by Jay Williams / myd3.com
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5 CD Set................................ $20.00
MP3 Download.................. $15.00

The Heart of the Matter

A New Heart, YHVH’s First Work
In this more devotional teaching, Brad
focuses on the first work of YHVH, which is
always the heart. Using the natural creation as
his usual backdrop, Brad shows how all living
things work the same way, which is why the
Word of God is living and powerful. All living
things are interdependent and in order.
Brad’s concern is for the next generation. Using the
story of Aaron’s sons, Brad illustrates how we have
in many ways circumvented
the brazen altar and have
sent the next generation running directly
into the Holy Place.

NEW
TEACHINGS

NE W

There is a Creator

How To Respond
To An Atheist

5 CD Set................................ $20.00
MP3 Download.................. $15.00

Many modern surveys are now telling us that
atheism, primarily due to the proliferation of the
Internet, is the fastest growing religion in the
world. All media communication is saturated
with godless music, movies, advertising, and
conversation. The Internet is filed with articles
and videos designed to tear our next generation
away from the Creator and the Scriptures that
reveal that Creator. Relentless questions and
propositions sow the seeds of doubt in the God
of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. These questions
seem overwhelming and are difficult to answer
for many people. In this series, Brad addresses
the twenty most common questions that atheists and the new religion of “nones” always ask.

Gift Certificate

Online Gift Certificates
wildbranch.org/gift
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Bere’shiyt
A Study of Bere’shiyt
Chapters 1–4

42 CD Set............................$120.00
MP3 Download................$100.00
Additional Workbook
(223 pages).......................... $10.00

Isaiah 46:10 in Hebrew reveals that YHVH has
“declared, from the beginning, the end.” Brad takes
this verse very seriously in this comprehensive,
42 CD study of the first four chapters of Bere’shiyt
(Genesis). Through the use of the natural and
spiritual pictographic meanings of every Hebrew
word in the beginning, Brad demonstrates that
all of YHVH’s desire, purpose, will, and prophecy
can be found embedded in the creation story.
From baptism to prophecy, from raising a family
to the essence of repentance, the beginning
declares to us the end, and everything in between. Also included is a 223 page workbook.

A Study of Bere’shiyt
Chapters 5–6

13 CD Set.............................. $40.00
MP3 Download.................. $30.00
Additional Workbook
(82 pages).............................. $5.00
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Brad carries his back to the beginning style into
the 5th and 6th chapters of Bere’shiyt (Genesis).
This provocative period between the life of Cain
and the flood is broken down word by word. Its
coverage is from the revealing genealogies of
Seth to the controversial Sons of God, as well as
the giants and violence in the earth preceding
the greatest deluge in history. Brad reveals, in
intimate detail, the days of the coming of the
Son of Man through the Hebrew language as
pertaining to the Days of Noah. Come join us
as we continue to reveal the end out of the
beginning. Also included is an 82 page workbook.

1-435-789-3713 | wildbranch.org

NE W

A Study of Bere’shiyt
Chapters 7–11

26 CD Set.............................. $80.00
MP3 Download.................. $60.00
Additional Workbook
(187 pages).......................... $10.00

NE W

The third part of this trilogy of the first eleven
chapters of Bere’shiyt (Genesis) contains most of
the controversial issues that atheists and evolutionists have with the Scriptures. Brad meticulously
reveals and defines all the first words of scripture
that have their beginning in the flood of Noah, the
record of the nations of the world, and the tower
of Babel. Brad discusses in great detail the science
of the flood, presenting a useful apologetic for the
reality of the world wide flood of Noah. We are told
that the days of Noah are likened unto the second
coming of the Messiah. If the days of Noah are not
literal, then what foundation do we have to believe
that the coming of the Son of Man is to be taken
literally? Also included is an 187 page workbook.

The Combined Series
Chapters 1–11

Get all six volumes of A Study of Bere’shiyt
in one convenient package. Also included are all three workbooks.

81 CD Set............................$220.00

81 Total CDs

MP3 Download................$165.00
Additional Workbook Set
(493 pages).......................... $20.00

P.O. Box 97, Vernal, UT 84078
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Haftarah
Haftarah

Cycles of Righteousness

10–12 CD Sets..................... $40.00
MP3 Download.................. $30.00

This is Brad’s personal favorite, as he loves to
connect the Torah to the New Testament by
way of the Prophets. Each teaching is designed
to work in tandem with and greatly expand
upon the weekly Torah portion by focusing
on the Prophets and the Writings. All five sets
include a bonus Haftarah introduction disc.
•
•
•
•
•

Genesis (12 CD Set)
Exodus (11 CD Set)
Leviticus (10 CD Set)
Numbers (12 CD Set)
Deuteronomy (12 CD Set)

Companion Workbook
(290 pages).......................... $15.00

Five Pack Special

Get all five Haftarah teachings and save!
Includes all five sets: Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus,
Numbers, and Deuteronomy. Also includes
a 290 page companion workbook.
57 CD Set............................$175.00
MP3 Download................$150.00

5

SETS
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1-435-789-3713 | wildbranch.org

Video
Paul the Apostle

The Live Series

2 DVD Set............................. $20.00
Video Download................ $15.00
(Running time 1h 30min)

This dramatic presentation of Rav Sha’ul (Paul the
Apostle) is realistically presented in full make-up
and dress. Sha’ul combines his own writings, song,
and humor to validate his reputation as one of the
great penman of the living Word of YHVH, his love
for the Torah, and his passion for Messiah and His
gift of grace. Featuring Brad Scott as Rav Sha’ul.

Disc 1: My Epistles According to Me
Rav Sha’ul makes a visit to America in this
live on-stage presentation of the New Testament’s most prolific writer. His love for Torah
and his passion for Messiah are beautifully
woven together in this humorous and heartfelt teaching from the Apostle himself.

Disc 2: Contending for the Faith
Rav Sha’ul returns to America one more time to
answer the false rumors concerning his love for Torah and the prophets. Once again, he defends his
devotion for his beloved Elishiva and Samuel, and
his common sense attitude about life. Contending
for the Faith promises to draw you a little closer to
Rav Sha’ul as you laugh with him and cry with him.

P.O. Box 97, Vernal, UT 84078
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Learning Research Tools

2 DVDs.................................. $20.00
Video Download................ $15.00
(Running time 4h 39min)

Brad methodically steps you through the use of
lexicons and concordances for researching the
meanings of scriptural words. Using PowerPoint
slides, Brad shows how to trace New Testament
words back to their Hebrew roots, and conversely,
how to locate Hebrew words in the New Testament. By the end of this presentation you will
know how to not only find the ancient Semitic
meanings of words but you will also know how
to break them down to their roots to help give
concrete clarity to passages in Scripture.

Words Mean Things

Back to the Mountain Top

5 DVD Set............................. $30.00
Video Download................ $22.50
(Running time 9h 20min)

8

The original meaning behind the words of our US
Constitution were designed to always guide the
path of our nation throughout all generations and
so it is with the original words of our Scriptures.
Using Agro-Bio linguistics (the meaning of words
in their agricultural and biological setting) Brad
goes back to the mountaintop where the water
(words) are pure and pristine to reveal their
ancient Hebrew meanings. In the beginning it is
all about a house, a family and a piece of land.

Free Shipping on orders of $200 or more.

Audio+Video
2 Seeds Diametrically Opposed
Creation and Evolution

4 CD Set................................ $20.00
MP3 Download.................. $15.00

This series takes an in depth look at the opposing
views of creation: the seed of the woman, and
evolution: the seed of the serpent. Brad not
only discusses, from Scripture, the incompatible
differences between creation and evolution, but
shows how many religious doctrines have adopted
an evolutionary point of view. Evolution is set
against known, empirical science and is exposed
as a belief system. Brad also demonstrates how
the Scriptures anticipate this ancient struggle
from the beginning, its presence today, and
how it dramatically affects the end times.

4 DVD Set............................. $30.00
Video Download................ $22.50
(Running time 7h 39min)

The Tares Among the Wheat
Prophecy in the Field

4 CD Set................................ $20.00
MP3 Download.................. $15.00

The identification of “he who withholds” in 2 Thessalonians 2:1–8 is imperative in end times prophecy. Brad takes this Restrainer back to the beginning
to reveal his presence in the field from the opening chapters of Bere’shiyt (Genesis). Embedded
in the lives of Cain, Ishmael, and Esau is the clear
paradigm of the Beast of Hitgalut (Revelation) in
the end. The writings of the prophets and Yeshua’s
parables continue to teach the identity of the
Restrainer as revealed in the natural things of creation. When something is important and it is from
our Master and Creator, it is everywhere. Available
in Audio CD, DVD, and paperback book format.

6 DVD Set............................. $30.00
Video Download................ $22.50
(Running time 10h 28min)

Gift Certificate

Online Gift Certificates
wildbranch.org/gift
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The Area 51 Series

Part 1: In My Flesh I See God

4 CD Set................................ $20.00
MP3 Download.................. $15.00

Using Iyov (Job) 19:26 as a springboard, Brad
takes us on a journey in our bodies to see
the design of the Hebrew language truly revealed in our flesh. Yeshua’ tells us in Yochanan (John) 6:63 that the Word of God is life. If
the Word of God created all things, we would
expect to see the Word of God in all things.

4 DVD Set............................. $30.00
Video Download................ $22.50

Part 2: God Is Smarter Than We Are

(Running time 7h 4min)

Parents spend at least eighteen years of
their lives training up their children in the
way which they shall go only to send them
off to institutions of higher education that
are designed to remove their foundation.

5 CD Set................................ $20.00
MP3 Download.................. $15.00

Yeshua‘ told us that He was born into this
world to bear witness to the truth. Are
the Scriptures telling us the truth? Is God
really smarter than we are? In this continuation of the Area 51 series, Brad discusses
the Scriptures’ revelation about subjects
ranging from sub-atomic particles and the
laws of thermodynamics to string theory,
dark matter, and the Big Bang Theory. The
restoration of the “pure” language has truly
revealed that our Creator was right all along.

5 DVD Set............................. $30.00
Video Download................ $22.50
(Running time 9h 36min)
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1-435-789-3713 | wildbranch.org

Part 3: The God Particle

4 CD Set................................ $20.00
MP3 Download.................. $15.00

4 DVD Set............................. $30.00
Video Download................ $22.50
(Running time 6h 11min)

For 50 years physicists have been searching for an unseen particle that, from their
view, holds the whole universe together.
This hidden mass-less force is the key to
what brought all things into existence. Tiny
subatomic particles make up all that is in
the universe and these particles are called
the “letters” of all matter. It is more than a
coincidence that the dynamics of the Hebrew
language, which framed the world and all
that is in it, (Hebrews 11:3) is made up of
letters and particles. In this continuation
of the Area 51 series Brad reveals how E =
mc2 testifies that Yeshua’ had to be God
in the flesh and that theoretical physics
is inching closer and closer to finding the
One who created and sustains all things.

WildBranch Tote Bag
We have been carrying this WildBranch
Tote for quite a few years now. I would
have them at conferences, give them as
host gifts, etc. We would now like to make
them available through our marketplace.
Tote Bag............................... $20.00

The dimensions are 14” h × 11” w × 4” deep
and weighs 11 oz. The color coordinates with
anything! Features include a nice long adjustable strap plus there is a rugged carry strap. An
expandable water bottle pouch is on the side, the
front flap is a pouch where you can slip things
for quick availability. Under the flap are some
slots for pens, pencils, and other various things.

P.O. Box 97, Vernal, UT 84078
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The Camels and the Well

Revealing the Identity of the Bride

4 CD Set................................ $20.00
MP3 Download.................. $15.00

Exposing yet another beautiful picture of the
end from the beginning, Brad reveals the identity and characteristics of the Bride of Yeshua‘
found in the story and Hebrew background of
Isaac's future bride, Rebekah. Brad researches
every verse of Genesis Chapter 24 in Hebrew
to expose another vivid agricultural truth:
that the seed comes first, then the fruit.
DVD recorded at the studios of God’s
Learning Channel (programs #148–162).

4 DVD Set............................. $30.00
Video Download................ $22.50
(Running time 6h 36min)

Sons of God, Giants and
the New World Order

4 CD Set................................ $20.00
MP3 Download.................. $15.00

5 DVD Set............................. $30.00
Video Download................ $22.50
(Running time 7h 52min)
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One of the most controversial scriptural subjects
is found in a single verse in the sixth chapter of
Genesis. Who are the “sons of God” that choose the
daughters of men and “appear” to produce giants?
The most common traditional theory for centuries
has been fallen angels mating with human beings.
Is this what the Hebrew text teaches? Is the fallen
angels theory just another attempt of man to abdicate his responsibility and accountability here on
earth as patterned in the opening chapters of Genesis? Brad details the Hebrew text of Genesis six by
tracing the historical thread of mixing and man’s
inhumanity to man from Genesis to Revelation.
Should the monstrous union of men and fallen
angels be our greatest end times concern or the
diabolical greed, power and wickedness of man?

Free Shipping on orders of $200 or more.

Video Re-Release
Prophecy and the Ancient
Hebrew Language

Esau and the Tares

The television cameras do their best to
capture Brad live at the “Days of Elijah”
conference in St. Petersburg, Florida.
2 DVDs.................................. $20.00
Video Download................ $15.00
(Running time 2h 53min)

Brad’s message is on the identity of the
anti-messiah revealed in the paradigm
of Cain, Ishmael and Esau.
Seeing Brad live is a must for all those searching
for a fresh presence of God in their daily walk.
Brad combines a lot of his well known antics
and one-liners in this live presentation.

Gift Certificate

Online Gift Certificates
wildbranch.org/gift
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Paperback
The Principle of the Seed

English (121 pages)........... $10.00
Spanish (129 pages).......... $10.00
German (141 pages)......... $10.00
eBook Download................. $8.00

Since 1993 this seminal teaching lies at the heart
of everything Brad teaches. This simple, natural,
agricultural principle is found in all of creation and
most important of all, the Word that created all
that is seen and unseen. Yeshua’ Himself categorically stated that all parables, and subsequently all
end time prophecies, are established in this truth.
The Seed is the Word of God. It is a fundamental
scriptural truth that lays the foundation for the
identity of the children of God from the beginning.
If you are interested in knowing the end you must
go back to the beginning for there is only one
good Seed. Book forward by Bill Cloud. Available
in both audio CD and paperback book formats.

The Tanakh

The Dictionary of the New Testament

Paperback (231 pages)..... $10.00
eBook Download................. $8.00
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Using dozens of examples and tracing them
back to the Old Testament, Brad demonstrates
how the meaning of New Testament words are
already defined in the beginning. This book starts
at the beginning, examining words of YHVH, such
as light, way, life, and truth. It also contains an
extensive study on the word faith, taking one
back to the Tanakh (Old Testament) to give a
balanced and proper understanding of the original
definition. Brad also explains why we use Hebrew
words and scripturally defines what these five
basic terms mean: Yeshua‘, church, repentance,
salvation, under the law, plus much more!

Free Shipping on orders of $200 or more.

The Shadow of Heavenly Things
Revealing the Body of the
Messiah in the Tabernacle

Paperback (122 pages)..... $10.00
eBook Download................. $8.00

Excellent Bookbags!

The writer of the Book of Hebrews describes the
Tabernacle of Moses as a shadow of heavenly things.
Before building the Tabernacle, Moses was shown this
structure on the Mount and was told to build it according to the pattern. Every piece of furniture and design
of this structure is a shadow of the Body of Messiah.
Brad breaks down all the parts of the Tabernacle into
its linguistic and cultural beginnings to reveal ancient
mysteries about our Messiah, and ultimately, ourselves.

WildBranch Tote Bag
We have been carrying this WildBranch Tote for quite
a few years now. I would have them at conferences,
give them as host gifts, etc. We would now like to
make them available through our marketplace.

Tote Bag............................... $20.00

The dimensions are 14” h × 11” w × 4” deep and weighs
11 oz. The color coordinates with anything! Features
include a nice long adjustable strap plus there is a
rugged carry strap. An expandable water bottle pouch
is on the side, the front flap is a pouch where you can
slip things for quick availability. Under the flap are
some slots for pens, pencils, and other various things.

Let This Mind Be in You

An historical study of the differences
between Greek and Hebrew thought

Paperback (106 pages)..... $10.00
Spanish (117 pages).......... $10.00
German (134 pages)......... $10.00
eBook Download................. $8.00

What kind of mind do you suppose our Messiah
had? Was He raised to think like Greek philosophers?
Did He use inductive and deductive reasoning or
comprehend the world in linear, evolutionary models?
The fundamental differences between Eastern and
Western thought are comprehensively researched
in this provocative book on how to think like the
Messiah. When we learn to think like He did, we soon
learn to truly follow in the Messiah’s footsteps.

Gift Certificate

Online Gift Certificates
wildbranch.org/gift
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Basar Echad and Other
Secrets of the Universe

Paperback (154 pages)..... $10.00
eBook Download................. $8.00

As the time of Yeshua’s return gets shorter and
shorter what does it mean for the body of Messiah
to occupy till He comes? In this book Brad takes
some of the most profound realities of our physical
universe and unites them with the restoration
of all things. From the tiniest quark to the largest galaxy our Father reveals why the body of
Messiah needs each other more than ever before.

The Tares Among the Wheat
Revealing “The Restrainer”
from the Beginning

Paperback (132 pages)..... $10.00
eBook Download................. $8.00
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The Scriptures teach us that the end is to be
understood out of the beginning. Most prophetic
ministries teach the end from the middle. Using
the pictures of ancient Hebrew, Brad traces the
restrainer back to the midst of the garden, through
the lives of Cain, Ishmael and Esau, and concludes
with the agricultural parables of Yeshua‘. The
restrainer, or he who withholds in 2 Thessalonians
2:6–8, is clearly seen, from the very beginning,
holding back the wheat from producing fruit.
There is only one way for the man of sin to be
stopped and revealed. Restoration! It is time for
the prodigal son to come home. Available in
Audio CD, DVD, and paperback book format.

1-435-789-3713 | wildbranch.org

Gifts from the Bridegroom

Paperback (156 pages)..... $10.00
eBook Download................. $8.00

The Scriptures teach us that Yeshua‘ (Jesus) is the
same yesterday, today, and forever. Is it possible
that the same could be said of our Heavenly Father? And what about the Holy Spirit? Is His work
and ministry the same yesterday, today, and forever? Our Father’s instructions, with particular emphasis on the Sabbath, feasts, and dietary laws, are
being restored, but in the midst of much disagreement and with even greater confusion. Something
still seems to be missing in the body of Messiah.
In this book, Brad takes on the gifts of the Holy
Spirit, taking them back to the beginning, teaching their function and purpose for the distressing
and confusing times that we live in. Brad looks
at the Holy Spirit through the lens of the natural
creation and each gift that flows from that same
Spirit is traced back to YHVH’s (God’s) perfect order.

Seven Book Special

Get seven books for one low price!

7 Paperback Books............ $60.00

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Principle of the Seed
The Tanakh
The Shadow of Heavenly Things
Let This Mind Be In You
The Tares Among the Wheat
Basar Echad
Gifts from the Bridegroom

7 eBook Download............ $40.00

P.O. Box 97, Vernal, UT 84078
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Audio
The Principle of the Seed

4 CD Set................................ $20.00
MP3 Download.................. $15.00

Since 1993 this seminal teaching lies at the heart
of everything Brad teaches. This simple, natural,
agricultural principle is found in all of creation and
most important of all, the Word that created all
that is seen and unseen. Yeshua’ Himself categorically stated that all parables, and subsequently all
end time prophecies, are established in this truth.
The Seed is the Word of God. It is a fundamental
scriptural truth that lays the foundation for the
identity of the children of God from the beginning.
If you are interested in knowing the end you must
go back to the beginning for there is only one
good Seed. Book forward by Bill Cloud. Available
in both audio CD and paperback book formats.

AlephBet

The Building Blocks of Life

5 CD Set................................ $20.00
MP3 Download.................. $15.00
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The AlephBet series needs to be a fundamental
starting point for anyone’s journey in learning the
beautiful language of Hebrew. Beginning with the
absolute design of all creation found in ancient
Hebrew, Brad moves into the internal and external
evidence of the original language of the Scriptures
from Bere’shiyt (Genesis) to Hitgalut (Revelation).
The last 3 CDs are an introduction to the individual
letters, their pictographic meanings, pronunciation, and numerical values. There is no better way
to begin learning the words that framed the
world. Included is a chart (located in the sleeve
behind the cover, or as a PDF file attached with
the download) of the letters and their meanings
from the ancient pictures to the modern script.

Free Shipping on orders of $200 or more.

Words Mean Things

Root Meanings of Common Scriptural Terms

Throughout both portions of this series, Brad thoroughly examines common words often found when studying and interpreting scriptures, their
etymologies, and their uses. Brad maintains his “back to the beginning”
style as he addresses the background of 88 fascinating words. Each word is
thoroughly researched and traced throughout both Old and New Testaments.

Series 1

8 CD Set................................ $30.00
MP3 Download.................. $22.50

Covers the following 44 words: grace, faith,
memorial, male, stone, to be straight, cycle, feast,
friend, go to better soil, Arab, to mix, hidden,
everlasting, hell, ask, son, to build, to rebuild, east,
ancient, old, west, seas, multitudes, Mt. Moriah,
to exchange, tree, counsel, commandment, hold
things together, table, sent one, apostle, hear,
obey, watch, protect, tradition, bands, handed
down, seed, homeborn, eastward, fruit, river, valley,
lead, guide, inheritance, to find, unleavened bread,
desire, kiss, testimony, witness, baptismal, hope,
work of hands, evil, break into pieces, to know,
knowledge, return, go back to, word, promise,
purify, overcome, family secret, like minded people,
to strip of clothing, make plain, hint, raise or elevate, diligent search, that which remains, remnant,
complete a transaction, sign, and communicate.

Series 2

8 CD Set................................ $30.00
MP3 Download.................. $22.50

Covers the following 44 words: firstborn, chosen,
morning, distinguish, ears, balance, separate
and enclose, wall, sheepfold, chamber, room, to
collect or gather, unprotected, live in fear, blood,
likeness, break out, spread abroad, complete,
finish, all, every, shut-in, prison cell, to contain, to
finish, bride, connect elements, protect from harm,
womb, protect, preserve, corruption, Torah, to fear,
early rains, to pray, resurrection, convince, prophet,
measure, to dwell, think, to mix, jubilee, to deliver,
together, with, custom, judge, precepts, to contain,
to curse, to prosper, intricate design, and love.

P.O. Box 97, Vernal, UT 84078
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How Then Shall We Live?

A Discussion on Law & Morality

Now that we are determined to turn back to our
Hebrew roots, how do we now live? This series begins with a detailed study of many of the common
words and phrases used in the New Testament.
4 CD Set................................ $20.00
MP3 Download.................. $15.00

Brad proceeds to go through numerous mitzvot
(commandments), explaining their essence and
to whom they apply. When you begin to actually
study Torah, you will see that many of them you already are performing, some are for men, some for
women, some for the children. Not every one is for
you specifically, so the task at hand to be Torah observant is truly not a burden, but rather life giving.

Messianic Movement 101

4 CD Set................................ $20.00
MP3 Download.................. $15.00
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Has the Church replaced Israel or are the “Jewish
Believers” to become Christians? Who is grafted
into whom? Is the Hebrew mind different from the
Greek mind? What is legalism? Were there apostles
in the Tanakh (Old Testament)? How about faith
or baptism or the Gospel? Should Christians
observe the Passover, or for that matter, any of
the Feasts of YHVH (God)? Were the early church
fathers faithful to the Scriptures? What is a Hebrew
idiom and how does it affect my understanding
of the parables and messages of the New Testament? Why is our culture in moral decay? These
questions and more are answered in this introductory series to the Hebrew Roots Movement.

1-435-789-3713 | wildbranch.org

Frequently Asked Questions
Brad addresses many commonly asked questions concerning
the return to our scriptural Hebrew roots.

Series 1

8 CD Set................................ $30.00
MP3 Download.................. $22.50

In this first series, Brad gives scriptural answers to
Paul’s comments about being under the law and
observers of times and seasons as well as Paul’s
remarks about Yeshua‘ being the end of the law
and all days being the same. He also addresses
the schoolmaster and the allegory of Sarah and
Hagar. Brad also confronts blotting out the
handwriting of ordinances, and Paul’s comments
to Timothy in 1 Timothy 4:1–5. In the last two CDs,
Brad traces the history of food in Scripture from
the beginning and its context in Peter’s vision
of the sheet, Yeshua‘’s comments in Mark 7 and
the dietary laws in general. An essential teaching
for those who are harassed over food issues.

Series 2

8 CD Set................................ $30.00
MP3 Download.................. $22.50

More frequently asked questions continue as Brad
reveals the history of the Church and the dramatic
theological changes that took place. In the second
disc, a tale of two men and two seeds is traced
throughout the Scriptures. The next two CDs are
dedicated to the well-documented histories of
Christmas and Easter. Brad also addresses the
issues of tithing, circumcision, and the scriptural
laws regarding menstruation — issues that Brad
handles gently yet in a straightforward manner.

Gift Certificate

Online Gift Certificates
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Paul:

False Apostle or Falsely Accused?

8 CD Set................................ $30.00
MP3 Download.................. $22.50

Paul the Apostle has for centuries been the
poster boy for “Doing away with the Torah” in
traditional Christianity and Judaism. He is
considered by many outside of Christianity to
be one of the false apostles Yeshua‘ warned us
about. It is now being taught that Sha’ul (Paul) is
actually the man of sin and the son of perdition
that he himself writes about in 2 Thessalonians!
His writings are still being seen from a Greek/
Western point of view and twisted to conform
to modern religious views regarding the instructions of our Father. In this series, Brad addresses
the halakhic and ’aggadic background of Sha’ul’s
words, followed by a detailed look at many of
the passages that Paul’s accusers are proclaiming as evidence that he was a false witness, the
founder of Christianity, hated by the other
apostles, and that he actually despised the Torah.

Romans IX - X - XI

The Gospel of the God of Israel

4 CD Set................................ $20.00
MP3 Download.................. $15.00
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In this series, Brad addresses the heart of the
book of Romans: chapters 9, 10, and 11. Following the well known patterns of this book, Brad
highlights Paul’s themes to the epitome of the
western church, the assembly in Rome. Knowing
that a fundamental theological issue needs to
be confronted, Paul exhorts the congregation in
Rome with the truth; that what the beloved are
seeing before their very eyes is the fulfillment of
the prophets of old. In the midst of establishing
the continuity of the Tanakh (Old Testament) in
this book, Brad also takes the time to establish
some etymological definitions of key words
such as gospel, grafted, zion, and election.

Free Shipping on orders of $200 or more.

The Ministry and Gifts
of the Holy Spirit

5 CD Set................................ $20.00
MP3 Download.................. $15.00

Brad addresses one of the most controversial
subjects for students of scripture: the gifts of the
Holy Spirit. Brad begins this series by showing,
from scripture, that when someone has received
the word (seed), they have received the Ruach
haQodesh (Holy Spirit) and the Messiah. In this series, Brad shows that all of the gifts are from the beginning (Tanakh) and are not new to the children
of Israel. Brad tackles the divisive issue of tongues
and the operation and ministry of the Spirit of God
from the beginning. He shows how much of the
controversy is understood through the reuniting
of the house of Israel and the house of Judah.

1 Corinthians
Chapters 1–16

The consensus of most New Testament scholars
is that Paul’s first letter to the Corinthians
contains the most controversial passages
of all the books in the New Testament.
27 CD Set.............................. $60.00
MP3 Download.................. $45.00

In the first volume (CDs 1–14) of Brad’s word by
word study of this letter, he addresses the issues
of fornication, adultery, marriage, wives, virgins,
circumcision, attacks on his apostleship, all things
being lawful, food offered to idols, the cup of demons, Passover, and being all things to all people.
In the second volume (CDs 15–27) of this series
on Paul’s first letter to the Corinthians, Brad
continues to address the issues causing division
among the saints in Corinth. He addresses the
concerns over spiritual gifts, prophecy in the
assembly, defining the gospel, and the details of
the resurrection as they are understood through
the natural laws of the universe and physics.

P.O. Box 97, Vernal, UT 84078
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The Church in the Book of Acts

5 CD Set................................ $20.00
MP3 Download.................. $15.00

What was the church like in the book of Acts? Was
it anything like it is today? Do the Scriptures teach
“sun”day worship in place of the Sabbath? Was Luke a
gentile? Did Yeshua‘’s resurrection make the dietary
instructions obsolete? Did the early Jewish believers
replace our Creator’s festivals with Christmas and
Easter? Did Paul the Apostle really teach against the
laws and customs of Moses? Is the book of Acts just
another saga in the teaching of progressive dispensationalism? Was “the church” in the Old Testament?
Did the weekly communion replace the Passover?
Did the feast of Pentecost occur in the upper room?
These and may other questions are explained
in this provocative look into the book of Acts.

Six Things YHVH Hates, Yea Seven…

The Imploding Hebrew Roots Movement

5 CD Set................................ $20.00
MP3 Download.................. $15.00

Is the Hebrew Roots movement collapsing in on
itself? Is our Father moving in another direction
or just getting our attention to return to our first
love? Brad takes a hard look at the seven things
that God hates in Proverbs 6:16–19. Brad breaks
down all the pertinent words in this proverb to
reveal why he thinks there is such confusion and
division in the body of Messiah, and what we can
do to restore our Father’s trust in His people.

Ezekiel’s Wheel

The Restoration of the Torah

4 CD Set................................ $20.00
MP3 Download.................. $15.00
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Our Creator’s constant call to mankind from
Genesis to Revelation has been to repent, to
return and to restore. In this series, Brad teaches
the remez, drash and sod of the vision given to
Ezekiel for the nations. Brad clearly connects the
opening chapter of Bere’shiyt (Genesis) to “the
wheel of Genesis” found in James 3:6 via Ezekiel’s
wheel, so, once again, no man stands before
God with any excuse. Come and hear what is
the message of the watchman on the wall.

1-435-789-3713 | wildbranch.org

“as the days of a tree…”

Seeing the end from the beginning in a field.

4 CD Set................................ $20.00
MP3 Download.................. $15.00

In the beginning there are two trees in the garden,
and in the end there is only one. Between those
times, mankind finds himself in one of those two
trees. From the wood on Isaac’s shoulder and the
trees of the proverbist, to the sticks of Ezekiel
and the olive trees of Romans; the Messiah and
His people spring from one, and the adversary
and his ilk spring from the other. Yeshua‘ claimed
that the field is the world. Brad roots around
the Scriptures to take an in depth look at why
Yesha’yahu (Isaiah) 65:22 revealed to us that “…
as the days of a tree are the days of my people.”

“…for the earth was filled with
violence.”

4 CD Set................................ $20.00
MP3 Download.................. $15.00

When so-called natural disasters occur, are they
just “Mother Nature,” an act of God, or happenstance? Is it possible that mankind’s obedience or
disobedience to the Word of God plays a major
role in what happens to the earth and the universe
itself? Once again, Brad begins in the garden
tracing the effects of the unseen reality onto the
things that we see. Religious men are historically
in the business of making the Torah a theological issue or a set of doctrines that separate one
religious system from another. However, winding
meticulously through the Hebrew language,
while combining the laws of physics, the conclusion is clear: The restoration of the Torah is what
destroys evil and hastens the coming of Yeshua‘.

P.O. Box 97, Vernal, UT 84078
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The War Scroll

The Final Battle Between the Sons of
Light and the Sons of Darkness

4 CD Set................................ $20.00
MP3 Download.................. $15.00

Secreted in a cave near the Dead Sea for 2000
years was a scroll describing an end time
battle between the sons of light and the sons of
darkness. Using images and details from Israel’s
exodus from Egypt, the War Scroll depicts a final
confrontation between the wheat and the tares
that takes place in the wilderness, followed by
a trek to Jerusalem. In the end, the tares are
removed out of the midst of the wheat precisely
the way Yeshua‘ revealed them in His parables.
In this series, Brad takes you through many
of the amazing comparisons in the War Scroll,
between the exodus in Scripture and the ancient
prophecies and revelations found in the Dead Sea
Scrolls. In his traditional style, Brad identifies the
characters involved in these battles by exposing
them through the ancient Hebrew language.

“…male and female
created He them.”

4 CD Set................................ $20.00
MP3 Download.................. $15.00
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Brad addresses the issues of male and female
functions in the Kingdom. Beginning in Bere’shiyt
(Genesis), Brad discusses the initiating and
responding roles of man and woman, the
historical difference of genders, and a discussion
of several New Testament passages that appear
to make women second-class citizens in the
Kingdom. Also addressed are the topics of getting along with brethren, divorce, and remarriage.

1-435-789-3713 | wildbranch.org

Answering Judah’s Objections

Yeshua‘ — The Stumbling Block

5 CD Set................................ $20.00
MP3 Download.................. $15.00

Until now, Brad has covered quite extensively the
objections that western religions have to “non-Jews”
believing in Yeshua‘ and keeping the Torah. Many
may be surprised to learn that modern Judaism has
the same objection. The core issue for both major
religions is the Messiah. In this series, Brad first
addresses the stumbling blocks from an agricultural
perspective and through the eyes of some of the most
well known Rabbis of Judaism. In this 5 disc series,
Brad concludes by addressing some of the most
argued and oft used passages, such as the virgin of
Yesha’yahu (Isaiah) 7:14, the Mighty God of Yesha’yahu
9:6 and the suffering servant of Yesha’yahu 53.

WildBranch Praise Conference 2015

8 CD Set................................ $20.00
MP3 Download.................. $15.00

NE W

5 CD Set................................ $20.00
MP3 Download.................. $15.00

The WildBranch Praise conferences are designed to
focus on praise, worship, prayer, and interceding
for our nation. We have chosen this State Capitol
in order to gather at a place where important, and
many times, life altering decisions are made. The
teachings at these conferences are intended
to inspire and prepare people for a time of life
changing praise and worship of our Creator.

There is a Creator

How To Respond To An Atheist

Many modern surveys are now telling us that
atheism, primarily due to the proliferation of the
Internet, is the fastest growing religion in the world.
All media communication is saturated with godless
music, movies, advertising, and conversation. The
Internet is filed with articles and videos designed to
tear our next generation away from the Creator and
the Scriptures that reveal that Creator. Relentless
questions and propositions sow the seeds of doubt
in the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. These
questions seem overwhelming and are difficult to
answer for many people. In this series, Brad addresses the twenty most common questions that
atheists and the new religion of “nones” always ask.
Gift Certificate

Online Gift Certificates
wildbranch.org/gift
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Audio Teachings

DVD Sets

CD Sets

Price Ea.

Quantity

Total

Price Ea.

The Tares Among the Wheat

$30.00

AlephBet: The Building Blocks of Life

$20.00

The Camels and the Well

$30.00

How Then Shall We Live?

$20.00

The Church in the Book of Acts

$20.00

Messianic Movement 101

$20.00

Frequently Asked Questions — Series 1

$30.00

In My Flesh I See God:
The Area 51 Series Part 1
God Is Smarter Than We Are:
The Area 51 Series Part 2

Frequently Asked Questions — Series 2

$30.00

The Principle of the Seed

$20.00

The Ministry and Gifts of the Holy Spirit

$20.00

“…male and female created He them.”

$20.00

Romans IX - X - XI

$20.00

Words Mean Things: Root Meanings of
Common Scriptural Terms — Series 1
Words Mean Things: Root Meanings of
Common Scriptural Terms — Series 2
2 Seeds Diametrically Opposed:
Creation and Evolution

$30.00

Sons of God, Giants and the
New World Order
Prophecy and the Ancient Hebrew
Language: Esau and the Tares

$30.00
$20.00

$30.00
$30.00
$20.00

Bulk book discounts available, call for details.
Paperback Books

$30.00

Price Ea.

The Principle of the Seed [ EN / ES / DE ]

$10.00

The Tanakh

$10.00

The Shadow of Heavenly Things

$10.00

Let This Mind Be In You [ EN / ES / DE ]

$10.00

Ezekiel’s Wheel

$20.00

The Tares Among the Wheat

$10.00

The Camels and the Well

$20.00

Basar Echad

$10.00

Answering Judah’s Objections

$20.00

Gifts from the Bridegroom

$10.00

The War Scroll

$20.00

Seven Book Special (Any combination)

$60.00

The Tares Among The Wheat

$20.00

WildBranch Tote Bag

$20.00

In My Flesh I See God: The
Area 51 Series Part 1
God Is Smarter Than We Are:
The Area 51 Series Part 2

CD Sets

Price Ea.

A Study of B re’shiyt (Chapters 1–4)

$120.00

The God Particle: The Area 51 Series Part 3

$20.00

Additional Workbook (Chapters 1–4)

$10.00

“…for the earth was filled with violence.”

$20.00

A Study of B re’shiyt (Chapters 5–6)

$40.00

“as the days of a tree…”

$20.00

Additional Workbook (Chapters 5–6)

$5.00

Paul: False Apostle or Falsely Accused?

e

e

$30.00

A Study of B re’shiyt (Chapters 7–11)

$80.00

Sons of God, Giants and the
New World Order

$20.00

Additional Workbook (Chapters 7–11)

$10.00

Six Things YHVH Hates, Yea Seven…

$20.00

A Study of B re’shiyt (Chapters 1–11)

$220.00

1 Corinthians

$60.00

Additional Workbook Set (Chapters 1–11)

$20.00

WildBranch Praise Conference 2015

$20.00

Haftarah — Genesis

$40.00

There is a Creator

$20.00

Haftarah — Exodus

$40.00

The Heart of the Matter

$20.00

Haftarah — Leviticus

$40.00

Haftarah — Numbers

$40.00

Haftarah — Deuteronomy

$40.00

Haftarah — Five Pack Special (Gen–Deut)

$175.00

Haftarah — Companion Workbook

$15.00

e

e

Videos
Learning Research Tools

$20.00

Paul the Apostle — The Live Series

$20.00

2 Seeds Diametrically Opposed:
Creation and Evolution
Words Mean Things:
Back to the Mountain Top

$30.00
$30.00

Delivery Information
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Quantity

Total

US Shipping Rates*

Phone 

Total

Sub-Total

<$50................................................... 10%
$50–149.............................................. 7%
$150–$199......................................... 4%
>$200............................................... FREE

Shipping
Donation (Optional)
TOTAL

State

Check or Money Order

(Payable to WildBranch Ministry)

Visa

American Express

MasterCard

Discover

Diners Club

Zip 
Card Number

E-mail 

Quantity

Payment Method

Name 

City

Total

B re’shiyt & Haftarah

$20.00

Price Ea.

Quantity

e

$20.00

DVD Sets

Total

$30.00

The God Particle: The Area 51 Series Part 3

Books

Quantity

Send your order with payment to:
Exp. (MM/YY)

The WildBranch Ministry
P.O. Box 97
Vernal, UT 84078

* Call 1-435-789-3713 or e-mail orders@wildbranch.org for international shipping rates.

